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Today’s global business environment is
shaping the future role of the finance
function and how it best supports the
business to drive value and shareholder
return. Increasingly ACCA sees an evolving
and broader role for CFOs and the finance
function, as they seek to transform the
finance function to drive efficiencies
in finance operations, ensure greater
governance and control, and provide the
organisation with financial insight to support
superior business decision making.
The success of these transformation
initiatives are critically dependant on the
capabilities and skills of people within the
finance function. This report considers a key
aspect of building this capability, specifically
examining the drivers behind embedding a
more diverse workforce across the finance
function. This concept of diversity goes far
beyond ‘equal opportunities’, considering
more broadly how leading businesses

can develop a finance function that has
a diversity of skills, experiences, cultural
understanding and business perspectives
needed in the global economy today, as well
as outlining the business case for doing so.
As the global body for professional
accountants, one of ACCA’s core values is
diversity, and our 140,000 members, 404,000
students in 170 countries are testimony
to the breadth of skills and experiences
diversity brings. ACCA will be at the
forefront of supporting businesses around
the world to build finance capability and
drive this important agenda moving forward.

Helen Brand
Chief executive, ACCA

Key findings
Why is diversity important in today’s finance function?
A new world for the finance function in 2012
The CFO and the finance function in 2012 are operating in a new world. Companies
around the world face almost unprecedented uncertainty and the business
environment is more complex and changing quicker than ever before. There is
much more information that businesses need to cut through, and more regulation
on company activities. The competitive environment is ever more challenging. It is
in this context that the finance function in 2012 seeks to support the business and
it can only do this if it has the right capabilities in place. Diversity in the finance
function matters because greater diversity in the finance function brings greater
capability to the finance function.
A changing role for CFOs requires more diverse finance
leadership skills.
The CFO role continues to evolve. It is more challenging and more diverse than
ever before. The range of internal and external stakeholders that CFOs must work
with and build effective relationships has never been greater. Today’s CFO needs to
balance their traditional custodial and operational responsibilities with their need to
support the business as a strategic voice and partner. Today’s CFO needs to bring a
greater diversity of skills to the table to be effective.
New responsibilities for the finance function mean greater
diversity of capabilities and experiences
The role of the finance function today extends well beyond its traditional finance
capabilities. In some sense finance roles are becoming more technically specialised,
particularly as a reflection of growing regulation. Conversely, some finance roles
reflect the business’ need to bring in the finance function as a strategic partner
to the business, whilst finance transformation programmes are driving a need for
finance to develop over-arching responsibilities that govern and bring together new
finance function models to best support the organisation. Across this spectrum of
new roles and responsibilities, there is not only a greater need for a diversity of skills,
experiences and capabilities but also a greater need for innovation and new ideas, for
the finance function to be able to question why things are done in a certain way.
Diversity is essential in a global finance function.
As companies expand into new geographical markets, the finance role inevitably
becomes more complex. Finance teams must get to grips with different accounting,
regulatory and legal environments, and juggle fast-changing tax and treasury
requirements across multiple countries. Expansion into emerging markets adds further
complexity because of the nature of the risks faced. The challenge however goes even
beyond managing these technical developments. In the global finance function, CFOs
and their finance function must embrace the diversity that comes from operating across
geographies and cultures and leverage this for positive outcomes.

“Technical expertise is still
important, but what’s different
is the importance of broader
leadership, building an effective
team, and having strong
communication skills to
engage with all parts of the
organisation”
ROBERTO MELLO, CFO, GE HEALTHCARE

“The more diverse your team is
and the broader range of life
experiences you bring together,
the more likely you are to be
able to resolve these sorts of
issues effectively”
Stevan Rolls, Head of Human Resources,
Deloitte

“Move the company into one
extra market and the CFO has
the same role to perform but
now has to ensure there is
capital market access beyond
the domestic market…as
well as following rules and
regulations in the second
country”
Mansour Javidan, Thunderbird School of
Global Management

For the full report: www.accaglobal.com/transformation

How can businesses develop more diverse finance functions?
Diversity in the finance function starts with great recruitment
Finance leaders must do all they can to foster diversity across the organisation. By
bringing in individuals from different backgrounds, sectors, experiences and careers
finance functions will be better placed to fulfil their expanding, increasingly complex
roles and responsibilities. To this end recruitment channels are evolving and embracing
new technologies; on-boarding processes need to become more effective and engaging.
Businesses need to encourage diversity of experience across the
finance function and into other functions
Businesses need to ensure finance professionals gain the appropriate level of
experience across the finance function and beyond the finance function to develop
the necessary level of capability needed. This goes beyond developing the necessary
technical ‘know-how’. Providing this breadth of experience enables finance to develop
the broader business based skills required.
Businesses need to drive transparency in career paths across
finance and beyond
A new evolving finance function means that finance career paths are less linear
– the corporate lattice rather than the corporate ladder. It is difficult for finance
professionals to develop the breadth and depth of experience required without greater
transparency of the roles available and the progression routes. Greater diversity
in the career paths for finance professionals in the future is certain – businesses
need to play their part in transparency around career development and put in place
interventions such as career counselling and mentoring to support these aims.
Businesses need to provide finance leaders and the talent
pipeline with global experience
In today’s global finance function, it is important to ensure current finance leaders,
and those destined to lead the finance function in the future have gained experience
across different business units in different geographies. This exposure provides
finance leaders with different insights into the challenges, issues and opportunities at
national, regional and global levels as well as providing better understanding of the
difference and nuances between emerging and mature markets.
Businesses must ensure finance leaders embrace open ways of
working
Establishing an ethos of openness in today’s finance function is important to its success.
In particular finance leaders themselves must be prepared to counsel the views of others
and be prepared and open to being challenged. This is particularly true as finance has
sought to reposition itself as a partner to the business and as the success of the CFO
role is increasingly predicated on the successful working relationships internally and
externally to the organisation. A culture of openness in finance also resonates strongly
with the younger generation of finance professionals in the workforce and previous
studies have suggested it has a high bearing on the recruitment and retention success.
Businesses should look at finance transformation programmes
to drive the appropriate balance of diversity
The perennial challenge for the global finance function is the balance that must be
retained between processes that can be standardised and centralised, and those that
can remain local. Finance transformation programmes have increasingly sought to
centralise and standardise many finance processes, but finance and transformation
leaders need to be mindful of the need to balance the diversity of knowledge that can
be tapped into with finance people ‘on the ground’ with the benefits of cost reduction
and standardisation through centralisation. Getting this balance right continues to be
a significant challenge.

“We’re looking for people
who have grown up with the
financial discipline but that
alone is not enough. We really
want someone with a more
developed business sense”
Datin Khan, Group Chief Talent Officer,
Axiata

“Experience in an emerging
market helps people develop
skills that they might not get in
a much more mature market”
Datin Khan, Group Chief Talent Officer,
Axiata

“Any CFO searching for views
that only echo their own
shouldn’t be a CFO”
Vanessa Whitman, CFO, Marsh & McLennan

“The rationale for this
approach is that you have to
understand what’s happening in
the local area”
Peter McLean Korn-Ferry

About ACCA
ACCA (the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) is the global body for
professional accountants. We aim to offer business-relevant, first-choice qualifications to
people of application, ability and ambition around the world who seek a rewarding career in
accountancy, finance and management.
Founded in 1904, ACCA has consistently held unique core values: opportunity, diversity,
innovation, integrity and accountability. We believe that accountants bring value to
economies in all stages of development. We aim to develop capacity in the profession
and encourage the adoption of global standards. Our values are aligned to the needs
of employers in all sectors and we ensure that, through our qualifications, we prepare
accountants for business. We seek to open up the profession to people of all backgrounds
and remove artificial barriers, innovating our qualifications and their delivery to meet the
diverse needs of trainee professionals and their employers.
We support our 147,000 members and 424,000 students in 170 countries, helping
them to develop successful careers in accounting and business, with the skills needed
by employers. We work through a network of 83 offices and centres and more than
8,500 Approved Employers worldwide, who provide high standards of employee learning
and development.

Accountants for Business
ACCA’s global programme, Accountants for Business, champions the role of the finance
professional in all sectors as true value creators in organisations. Through people, processes
and professionalism, accountants are central to great performance. They shape business
strategy through a deep understanding of financial drivers and seek opportunities for longterm success. By focusing on the critical role professional accountants play in economies
at all stages of development around the world, and in diverse organisations, ACCA seeks
to highlight and enhance the role the accountancy profession plays in supporting a healthy
global economy.

www.accaglobal.com/accountants_business
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